Educational Leadership Program Meeting
September 19, 2013; 12:00 PM
Attendees: Bill Ruff, David Henderson, Tena Versland, Jerry Pease

Next Meeting:

Agenda:
1. Spring/Summer 2014 Class Schedule

   Spring:
   EDLD 532 Law I LEAD moves from spring.
   David: EDLD 520 Schools and Diverse Communities (2 sects)
   EDLD 534 (1 sect)
   Tena: EDLD 534 (3 sections)
   Jerry: EDLD 620, EDLD 574
   Bill: EDLD 630

   Summer:
   David: EDLD 507 Foundations Second Week of July: July 7
   EDLD 643 Leading Social Justice (Determine dates – 5 day face-to-face)
   Bill: EDLD 515 Online or Week Three of July
   Tena: EDLD 532 Law I LEAD (June 23-July 2) in conjunction with Alan Shoho’s Ethics.
   Tena: EDLD 565 Instruct. Ldrship (June 16-20) I LEAD and Regular
   Daniel: EDLD 555 Schl Finance (May 15 – June 15 – online intersession)
   John Tippecannock: EDLD 594 Indigenous Leadership (July 14-18)

   Move EDLD 526 I LEAD Evaluating Schl Programs to Fall 2014.

2. EDLD 564 Portfolio Replacement – EDLD 5?? Current Issues in Principal Practice

   Objectives /assignments:

   We need to all do brainstorming.